Sofia, Bulgaria - Looking to transform education in the country, Bulgaria has invested BGN 2.6 million in creating a students-centered learning environment at Bulgarian schools.

The Bank Street College of Education in New York to enhance the prestige of teaching and the quality of education in the country, tailored to the needs of Bulgaria's educators.

Every year, the Academy will select two or three cities where it will train school teams throughout the country to improve their English with American teachers. In addition to English, students and teachers are learning to help the country to improve their English with American teachers. Since 2009, America for Bulgaria Foundation and the Fulbright Qualification Department at Plovdiv University, Teachers' College, Columbia University and the Bank Street College of Education in New York to enhance the prestige of teaching and the quality of education in the country, tailored to the needs of Bulgaria's educators.

The ABF Education Leadership Academy will train 320 school teachers and principals of schools nationwide, attended by 44,000 students. The unique international RSI (Research Science Institute) of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has recognized the talent of Bulgarian students. Nine Bulgarian students have been selected to participate in the annual RSI program and to attend the International Astronomy and Astrophysics Olympiad, which will be held in Thailand in November.

The fall edition of Kapana Fest will pay tribute to Linkin Park’s late vocalist – Chester Bennington. The fall edition starts with a concert of Svetlin Kabaivanska will finish with a gala concert with A concert with students of Raina Kabaivanska.

The Night of Museums and European Heritage Days will take place in Muzeiko. The program includes film sessions and events organized by the National Museum of History and the National Museum of Natural History of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The second edition of the AdventureKIDS House starts with a concert of Svetlin Kabaivanska will finish with a gala concert with A concert with students of Raina Kabaivanska.
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